
Aiming to be Inclusive: Music

Adapting by outcome Adapting by support Adapting by resources Adapting by pace

Everyone is given the same task, but it is
expected that the completed task will
vary in quality, length and complexity
depending on the levels of ability of the
pupils. If, for example, the task is to record
what they know about a science topic,
some pupils may write several
paragraphs, others a few sentences and
others a mind map or a sketch. Very
different outcomes result from the same
task or piece of work.

All pupils are given the same task and are
expected to complete it to a similar
standard, but some pupils get more
support than others. This support could
vary widely from adding structure to the
task, e.g. writing frames, or adult support
may be needed to complete a part of
the task.

All pupils are given the same task but
some pupils could be using a range of
scaffolding support such as mind maps
and task boards, manipulatives in maths.
Resources can be other people e.g LSAs,
peers or children from other classes.
ICT support may enable those that
struggle to write to record ideas more
easily.

All pupils are given the same task but
there may be a differentiated
expectation as to how much of it needs
to be completed in one go or in a given
amount of time.
Some pupils need to move forward slowly,
in small chunks, others may need to move
at a faster pace.
Opportunities may be given for some
pupils to have some pre-teaching,
overlearn and recap what they have
learned whilst others move forwards to
new concepts.

Music Specific Strategies Music  Specific Strategies Music Specific Strategies Music Specific Strategies

Clear objectives are stated at the start of
the lesson.

New\key musical elements vocabulary
shared and explained. Develop range of
musical vocabulary to encourage stretch
and challenge

Model what you want pupils to do, give
plenty of practice/experimenting time
when giving out instruments.

Give a choice of responses to enable
pupils to have an element of control over
their learning e.g singing a harmony part,
choosing to play a more complex
accompaniment, using tuned instruments.

Encourage discussion and debate to
enable pupils to share their ideas and
develop the ability to argue a point of
view.e.g to be able to discuss their
musical preferences giving reasons for
their point of view.

Sit pupils who need support near the front
of the class.

Ensure you have pupils’ attention –make
eye contact if possible, verbal reminders,
checking frequently for understanding will
help ensure that they are focused and
any difficulties in understanding can be
addressed immediately before they
become disengaged.

Remind children of the expectations when
playing musical instruments - what the
signals are for starting and stopping.

Use child’s name when asking questions or
giving instructions.

Give instructions in the order that you
want things completed e.g Please put
your book in your tray when finished and
then tidy your space. NOT Please tidy your
space once you have put your book
away.

Encourage group work, sharing of notes,
learning buddies.

Copies of the lesson slides on the desk for
pupil.

Task boards, writing frames, sentence
starters, vocab sheets,

Use of whiteboards to write out music
accompaniments rather than having to
look at the board. Encourage use of
recording in formal notation for those who
wish to challenge themselves

Paper copy of any lyrics rather than
having to read from a screen.

Write letter names on keyboards and
glocks to support performance skills.

Allow additional time for creating
performances and learning
accompaniments.

Allow time for pupils to process requests
and to ask questions-wait 10 seconds for
response.

Allow pupils to take copies of song words
and musical accompaniments home to
practise or pre-learn

Provide regular quality feedback.

Make it explicit how much time there is
for tasks by using timers and giving
prompts.

Breaking songs and pieces down to learn
a section at a time.
Work on rhythm before adding tune and
musical patterns

Use rehearsal pace first before working on
performance.



Speak clearly and turn so pupils can see
your face.

Ensure instructions are short, clear and
only one step if necessary.

Use of stickers to identify particular notes
that need to be played.

Rewards and incentives.

Reduce notes (eg one chime bar)

Using graphic scores to record and
respond to  to pieces of music

Use of tuned instruments within music
lessons rather than percussion instruments

percussion (simple)

percussion (tuned)

Wind (tuned)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dZSGjuxUoz2Y-Tc-lhzeLHcUt_vNJpkq/view?usp=sharing

